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Foreword
Gioia dal Molin
Real Madrid is an artist duo founded 2015 in Geneva.
They use local codes to question coping strategies around
diseases and stigmas.
An interest in miscommunication led to a name that
makes it problematic to spread and track images of their
work on any search engine. By re-appropriating the name
from the highly lucrative football franchise, RM brands itself
as a marketable counterfeit commodity.

Dafne Boggeri is a multidisciplinary artist based in Milan.
Since 2013 she has been curating the non-profit artist-led
platform SPRINT—Independent Publishers and Artists'
Books Salon. Her research investigates the margin and the
discard of authority, function and relationship dynamics, in
a constant oblique trajectory of gaze and analysis.
She co-founded the Pornflakes Queer Crew [20002003]; co-created with Noga Inbar, the MOTHER itinerant
feminist festival [Tel Aviv 2009; London 2010; Berlin 2011;
Swiss Off-site Pavilion, 54th Venice Biennale, curated by
Andrea Thal, 2011]; and since 2011, generated with Dj S/HE,
she instigates post-identity adventures for
TOMBOYS DON'T CRY.

The artist collective Real Madrid is spending ten months
in Rome as part of Istituto Svizzero’s residency programme
Roma Calling. This written conversation with artist Dafne
Boggeri has been developed as a project for their Venerdì
Pomeriggio, a format that gives the resident artists and
researchers of the IS the opportunity to present their work
or research in a public setting. Within the context of the
pandemic and the lockdown, Real Madrid decided to turn
their Venerdì Pomeriggio into a private conversation with
Dafne and publish an open-source pamphlet.
An interest in magazines, zines or other materials created
in the environment of the LGBT+ scene in Italy and elsewhere, easily printed, perhaps as risograph or photocopied
in black and white, connects Real Madrid and Dafne
Boggeri. An important starting point for their dialogue is
the engagement with archives - the places where these
materials are preserved and stored. Dafne Boggeri provides
an insight into her personal archive of independent publications, which has grown over the past decades. It shows
great expertise and is closely linked to her personal career
as an artist and curator of SPRINT (the independent Publishers and Artists’ Books Salon in Milan). Meanwhile, Real
Madrid talk about their work within GALA, the LGBT+
Archive of Johannesburg, which was crucial to their collaborative artistic practice. The dialogue between Real Madrid
and Dafne Boggeri reveals different approaches to archived
materials and tells us about unofficial searching and unexpected findings.

RM Shortly before the lockdown, Barbara Casavecchia
came to visit our studio. The conversation swiftly turned
towards the activism scene centred in Milan in the 2000s,
specifically about the printed material of the LGBT+
communities at the time. Our interest in such scene was
one of the many reasons we applied for a residency at the
Swiss Institute here in Rome. Speaking with Barbara, your
name came up almost immediately. We already knew you
on account of Pornflakes, Mother and SPRINT ... but she
was the first person to mention your personal collection
of independent publications and zines. At first we wanted
to invite you to Rome for an open discussion, hoping you
would introduce some of the jewels from your archive.
Because of the Covid pandemic, we had to change our
plans and turn this meeting into a remote conversation
which actually allows for a slower pace, leaving more
time to find the most suitable images. Although the act of
archiving and collecting is not clearly visible in our work
- as our collection habits are more like a messy gathering
of found memorabilia and anecdotical printed matter that
often becomes a starting point of our work - this world of
independent self-publishing has a very charged emotional
influence on our research.
Knowing you from a distance, we thought it would be a
good idea to exchange experiences: would you like to
start by introducing us to your archive?

with contents organised magazine-like, articles embellished
with collages and drawings …while simulating my own
editorial staff made up of imaginary friends. The provincial
world before the internet was a very particular adventure,
in which the kinetic act of browsing through pages literally
took you to other worlds, which you overlooked through
the perimeter of the page... that is when I started collecting
magazine clippings, loose pages and entire issues. I was
suspicious of books initially, as I associated them with
conflicted family dynamics, it took me a long time before I
got closer to them and now I have no more room to store
them...
All this collected material implies a boundless declaration
of love for printed matter, be they labels, stickers, plastic bags, a ticket for a local train from ‘84, flyers, or the
original 1915 edition of Djuna Barnes’s ‘The Book of Repulsive Women’, a self-produced screen-printed book [on
which I am also working on a piece]. In this personal and
not very orthodox collection, some loose thematic stand
out, represented by a large amount of ‘distilled’ material
in order to allow a cohabitation in a domestic space that
I would call ‘acrobatic’. The more or less mainstream
magazines [either whole or in pieces] of the first phase,
were later joined by projects about the self-production
scene, initially linked to hip-hop culture [in the mid-’90s I
was a spray train writer and I contributed to the graphics
of ‘Alleanza Latina’, produced by Sid, in a basement near
Via Prè in Genoa]. Then, in a moment at the ‘edge of the
internet’, I undertook a more experimental queer research
and gradually increased the number of books that explored
this thematic...
From 1997 to 2017 I also worked for the artistic department of a large publishing house in Milan: being immersed
in the vision and in the contradictions of such an intricate system allowed me to accomplish the big leap into
publishing: from photocopying to the rotary press and vice
versa...

DB I had difficulties in reading and writing. As a child I
managed to pretend I could for a while, then at a certain
point the gap became overwhelmingly visible and ‘self-produced publishing’ immediately became a spontaneous approach that assisted me in my studies. Scruffy notebooks

RM Does the independent publication format represent
a more accessible and easier way to approach this multiverse, rather than officially published books, which you
found “suspicious”?
We think of production as a filter. In this case it is provid-
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ed by informal aesthetics and dictated by the photocopier
and the clipping, putting stories on an extremely physical
level made of multiple open doors, inside which the text
has an additional level of information in its being image.
Printing zines, although not improvised, is less solemn
and academic, and on paper its structure becomes much
more similar to the flow of thoughts. Images and words
mix and can no longer be distinguished: one can’t understand where their source is but remains a sense of logical
coherence.
At the turn of the millennium the internet came along,
overtaking private homes en masse. It was something
completely new, perhaps it was in a way the digital evolution of photocopies and collages; they still share some
codes. We have the feeling that approaching printed matter today generates a different mechanism than the one
they used to trigger, but perhaps we were born too close
to the “edge of the internet”. We recently discovered that
when we were younger we both used to produce small
journals or pamphlets: perhaps meticulously crafted in
the hope of seducing some classmates ;_; …they sometimes imitated the column-based structure of newspapers,
included drawings and comics and provided random
information about the school or imaginary tales. Today
there is a clear nostalgic component connected to printed
stuff we would like to get rid of most of the times without
success… Would you like to show us some pieces you
are particularly attached to?
DB Books, in my case, initially represented a symbol of
conflict with the concept of hierarchy, including language.
Even before learning to read I was aware of being lesbian,
and the unconscious intuition that none of the speaking
voices in those books could partially be mine. Fortunately it did not turn out to be true, there was a lot of the
Beat Generation, but somehow it shaped me around the
complexity of how we confront things. For example, what
I did not receive from literature in the first phase of my life,
I received them from listening to music, in a language that I
did not understand literally but that returned an instinctive
and primordial communication…
But, returning to the characteristics of book/magazine
formats, you described the feeling very well: books were

loaded with a ‘solemnity’ which implied being browsed
through with the cleanest hands, without any thought of
tearing out pages or underlining passages… Whereas the
informal ductility of magazines and their ephemeral lives
won me over immediately; equally in the case of more or
less mainstream prints which covered a specific area, so as
for the independent and self-produced ones. Nowadays,
the latter, tend increasingly to become ‘objects’ as well as
content and they end up being at the mercy of relocations
or simply too worn out to keep them...
It sometimes happens that these past or current publications contain illuminating articles which then become difficult to source because of a ‘short memory effect’, unless
perhaps by means of exceptional archives…
For this reason up to the ‘edge of the internet’ it was
useful for me to keep not only certain selected copies, but
also pages in folders and cut-outs pasted into big notebooks in order to map those areas of interest. All this fuelled through more or less organised insights, texts, images
and signs that I randomly found in the various magazines I
browsed. With the internet I then replaced most of these
folders with digital ones, taking up ‘metaphysical’ space
carrying a higher risk of losing the credits of the original
version, which is a real shame.
I am thinking, for example, of a recent article on the life of
the American photographer Margaret Bourke-White, which
I tore without permission from the pages of a newspaper,
while I was, pre-Covid, in a bar in Milan. Or those I kept
from a 2009 weekly supplement in which Lea Vergine and
Enzo Mari presented their Milanese home. Or the page
from an English magazine which in 2003 spoke for the
radicality of some subcultures, containing a first debate on
the work at the ‘edge of the post-internet’ of Asianpunkboy [a Canadian artist who later became known by his real
name: Terence Koh] and his homonymous queer zine ‘…
an infusion of gentle surfaces, dissident eruptions, haikus,
mapped pictures, dirty illustrations, moist cum, decadent
artificial words, love and all manners of faggy filth’.
But I believe there can be a healthy dialectic between a
digital copy and a physical one, sometimes dictated by the
fact that content is often better assimilated when you’re
offline, without the anxiety and distraction of continuous
updates.

ESPO explains his particular style which appropriates the
anti-graffiti technique to produce graffiti, with a surprising
abstract minimalist and ‘mimetic’ effect; and also the retrospective on the London magazine Archigram which from
‘61 to ‘70 experimented with radical and utopian solutions
in antithesis to Modernism [Dazed & Confused]; or even
an extract from an article on the visionary buildings designed by Enzo Venturelli and on Buckminster Fuller’s incredible project in Parco Sempione for the Milan Triennale
of ‘54 -’57 [Casa Vogue]. Material from my notebooks of
the early ‘00s, with images and texts pasted in as ‘flows’.
Some of the editions which I am most attached to, a bit
because they have been discovered at the ‘edge of the
internet’ , bring with themselves a vivid feeling of effort and
surprise in having tracked them down, also because of the
topicality of the queer transfeminism issues they deal with.

I’m sending you some photos that document part of the
archive in its various forms. There are pieces of screen
printed paper and cardboard which I came across by
chance mainly in street markets, as well as advertising
cards and tickets to some suburban discos of the ‘80s.
PVC stickers that are often the very emanation of editorial
projects or signs of an important meeting, for example the
one with photographer Camilla Candida Donzella: a friend
with whom I share a passion for independent publishing,
or the meeting with the performance group Barokthegreat
[Sonia Brunelli and Leila Gharib], whose ‘Palestra Espressiva’ experience led to a cycle of zines measuring the
language of the body with that of words and translation, in
its own way ‘written’ into choreography. Or also with the
Viennese collective SOYBOT specialised in screen and
Risograph printing.
There are some pages from the architecture section, for
instance a ‘post-writing’ article in which the American artist

# On the definition of various types
of publications: zines - with an
isbn code? - magazines - with hard
covers and no advertisements? books - with advertising or without
binding? - a very long debate could
be opened. After ‘Boys Don’t Cry’
by Frank Ocean [2016] and ‘Rihanna
Zine’ [2020] all categories have
definitely collapsed often due to the
use of a language which is instrumental to marketing... - and if you
want to we can talk about it over a
“grolla” one day :] #
FUORI !, 1972, [IT]: during a party
in the early ‘00s I found myself
wandering in the Calusca City Light
bookstore [also home to the Primo
Moroni Archive] which was still
open, inside C.S.O.A [occupied self
managed social centre] Cox 18 in
Milan. On a shelf I noticed this very
rare issue of the monthly magazine
Liberazione Sessuale del Fronte
Unitario Omosessuale Rivoluzionario Italiano, with articles by, among

others, Mario Mieli, Mariasilvia Spolato and Angelo Pazzana. I thought I was hallucinating, I could not believe I was
touching an original document from a period of which I
still knew too little but which I understood to be essential
for everything we were trying to do as Pornflakes queer
crew and later as TOMBOYS DON’T CRY, a platform for
women of any gender and non-binary creatures.
Once I opened the issue, I noticed a couple of pages
printed on slightly different paper and with a less editorial appearance. Only after a second look I discovered
that it was the ‘77 supplement to the publication ‘Dalle
Cantine… Frocie’, an editorial project curated by Corrado
Levi with the students of the Department of Architecture of the Milan Politecnico, which at the time was being
occupied. The posters were also distributed as a ‘pirate’
supplement in other independent magazines. The two
folded posters printed in a purple/fuchsia colour are still
an example of how irony and the skilful combination of
sacred and profane elements can create an object which
is not yet identified and not yet fully contemporary today:
totally surprising and somehow already in an unconscious
dialogue with international attitudes and research. Like
David Wojnarowicz, the artist/musician [3 Teens Kill 4]
who Corrado would later meet in New York in the early
‘80s and who he will invite to take part in the ‘Il Cangiante’
exhibition he curated at PAC in Milan in 1986.
After, I discovered that all 32 issues of ‘FUORI!’, published
between ‘72 and 82, were collected in the Primo Moroni
Archive, with which I later collaborated for the ‘IF I CAN’T
ARCHIVE I DON’T WANT TO BE PART OF YOUR
REVOLUTION’; a research workshop I curated for the
Academy of Brera [2018/19], as part of the Seminar ‘Sexuality Policies and Visual Cultures’ curated by Barbara Casavecchia, Lucrezia Cippitelli, Simone Frangi, Raffaella Pulejo;
and for the Risograph workshop within SPRINT.
Kitty Magik 04, 2000 [US]: self-produced zine by Marisa ‘Magik’ which collected information on the Riot Girl
movement that began in America in the ‘90s, reactivating
a fourth feminist wave through the ‘voice’ of punk groups
like Bikini Kill, L7, Babes in Toyland, Bratmobile, as well
as key figures including the musician/writer Toby Vail
and singer Kathleen Hanna [who after Bikini Kill founded

the alter-pop group Le Tigre], with Johanna Fateman and
artist Sadie Benning, later replaced by JD Samson. It is an
analogue copy/paste publication that perfectly represents
the DIY tradition that characterized the ‘90s and early
‘00s, with reviews of concerts, groups and streams of
self-awareness in pursuit of alliances to share zigzag paths...
KUTT magazine, 2002 [Amsterdam]:
Saturday afternoon ritual: going
to visit Claudia ‘Book’ who
worked in the Babele gay
bookshop of Milan in Via
San Nicola. I remember that
upon entering, on the far
right there was a large table
on which the A5 zines were
placed.
Usually among the most interesting and experimental
there was ‘BUTT’ magazine,
printed on its distinctive pink
paper, but that day a strange
creature appeared alongside the latest
issue in pink: ‘KUTT Dyke Zine’. Born from a collaboration
with ‘BUTT’, ‘KUTT’ was its female equivalent curated by
Jessica Gysel. It contained original interviews with unconventional creatures like Eileen Myles, and visual contributions from artists, with a graphic style that shadowed its
older ‘sister’ bringing together unexpected coordinates of
collisions: from historical feminism to the riot electronic
scene.
After three issues, ‘KUTT’’s desire for independence became too strong and Jessica decided to open a new path
with ‘Girls Like Us’ ...
Speed Demon, 2000, 2004, 2005, 2008 [Milan]: During
my time with the Pornflakes queer crew [2000- 2003],
I got to know Flavio Magnani, who from 1990 to 2008
produced the only Italian zine focusing on queer music
[specifically punk and indie] with professional interviews
and editing in a visual style that kept all of the abrasive
freshness of the analogue punk layout [thanks to Ango’s
‘the Meek Dead’ memorable work!].
The Speed Demon collection is a very rare witness of a

niche scene fuelled by the passion and drive of a few people who were determined to tell stories and experiences
often short-lived, but which attested the energy and vision
of a generation.
Queeruption 2003 [Berlin]: a tiny booklet of introduction
to the programme and survival for the 8 days of meetings
of radical queer realities from all over the world in Berlin,
between 19 and 26 March. Queeruption was a self-managed event which, from 1998 to 2017, was held in a different city every year. In 2003 I had the opportunity to be
part of the German edition as a DJ with the queer group
Pornflakes [founded in Milan in 2000 with Tina, Ango,
Elisa, Satia, Sally Cellophane and Marcorso]. The event
occupied a former military radio signals base in Kesselberg,
in the middle of a forest east of Berlin. The A5 publication,
photocopied in b/w, was an essential tool for regulating
the coexistence of all the people arriving from all over the
world, motivating everyone to contribute to the creation of
a safe space in such a special environment.
Today from that experience remains a vivid urgency for
the queer attitude not to refrain from questioning power dynamics in a way that Jose Esteban Muñoz perfectly
described: ‘we may never touch queerness, but we can
feel it as the warm illumination of a horizon imbued with
potentiality. ‘
Clit Rocket 03, 2004 [Rome]: produced by Veruska Outlaw, mostly written in English. It is one of the few examples of queer riot girl self-production in Italy. Veruska and
Giulia Vallicelli [Porcx Mx Donnx, Vida Loca rec., Compulsive Archive] have always been an important point of
reference, in an area where it was complicated to find resources that talked about other possible ways and worlds.
The zine is printed with that special ‘opaque’ reflection
effect of black toner, the one that if soaked in trichloroethylene could transfer and fix photocopied images on paper
or even onto cotton, to make editions of very improvised
t-shirts [laser toners unfortunately don’t work]...
Giggle in The Dark, 2005 [Montreal]: this is a meta-zine,
a perfect expression of the ‘edge of the internet’, created
by the Canadian group Lesbians On Ecstasy, who made it
available for download from their website so that anyone

could print it. It’s a booklet accompanying the release
of the group’s remix compilation of the same name and
which gathered contributions from the musicians they
collaborated with [Tracy and the Plastics, Kids On TV,
Katastrophe…] in a very authentic and spontaneous way.
Girls Like Us, 2005-on going [Amsterdam]: the project
was born as a development of the process begun with
‘KUTT’ magazine by Jessica Gysel. In 2005 the edition
began in a vaguely A5 format and then expanded into an
enlarged version. As in the case of ‘KUTT’, ‘Girls Like Us’
succeeded immediately in creating a feeling of community,
including a transgenerational one.
In this sense, the magazine continues to be very sensitive and receptive to all the urgencies that exist in an
intersectional and inclusive dimension, where the lesbian
community, of any kind, embraces several forms of being
and feeling... Over the years I got to know Jessica, whom
I worked with on various projects, also through TOMBOYS DON’T CRY for ‘Mothers & Daughters’, a queer
transfeminist collective which from 2018, in Brussels, has
been organising a summer programme of talks, screenings,
parties and workshops.
Little Joe, 2011 [London]: this was the first zine focusing
on queer cinema which I ever heard of. Started in 2010
by Sam Ashby, it undertook an editorial experience based
on the research and rediscovery of lesser-known stories,
managing to achieve a skilful balance at the aesthetic/conceptual level between classic camp aspects and innovative
forms, such as the decision to print each issue in Risograph technique, which mixes the effect of screen printing
with the practicality of photocopying, in only two colors.
‘Little Joe’ came to end with the publication of the 5th
issue in 2015, but somehow, I think, it contributed more
or less directly to fuelling many other projects such as the
‘Dirty Looks’ platform, that conducts a similar research to
‘Little Joe’’s between NY and LA, but which also started in
2011 with a physical community of audiences and screenings in niche cinemas and then added publishing to its
activities.

Ridykeulous, 2006 [New
York]: a feminist queer
project created by Nicole
Eisenman and A.L. Steiner
that so far has created
only one, though memorable, issue, so uncategorizable that it is almost
legendary...
The very explicit cover
design, combined with
such an ironic title, were
the ingredients that immediately caught my attention. Inside is a delirious
sequence of content that
does not invite you to any
date but rather slaps your
retina making you lose
consciousness and leaving
you with a single question:
‘where am I?’ Among the
long list of contributors is
also the poet Eileen Myles
who keeps ‘returning’ in
this conversation like a
mantra...
Kaiserin 02, 2007 - a
magazine for boys with problem [Paris]: French gay zine
with a ‘post-BUTT’ artistic/urbanistic approach. From 2006
to 2012 it built up nine volumes and five special editions
with an incredible density of visual and textual content,
embodying the ‘composed’ graphic language which is specific to that period.
They Shoot Homos Don’t They? 2005, 2008 [Melbourne]:
a gay magazine published by Shannon Michael Cane that
in its 5 issues addressed aspects of the community, also
from the little-explored ‘post-HIV’ perspective both in the
mainstream and in the independent sphere. [2003-2008]

LTTR, 2002-2007 [New York] was a publishing project
conceived by the genderqueer feminist artists Ginger
Brooks Takahashi, K8 Hardy and Emily Roysdon. I discovered this on the web and I was immediately struck by the
cover image of the first issue, a work by Emily Roysdon: a
tribute to the artist David Wojnarowicz and to his series of
black and white photographs in which, in various places in
New York in the ‘70s, he had some friends posing wearing
paper masks with the features of the French homosexual
poet Arthur Rimbaud. On the cover of LTTR is portrayed,
seen from above, a female body in an autoerotic pose with
a dildo and a mask, similar to that of Rimbaud, but with the
features of David. At the time I didn’t know Wojnarowicz’s
work—the critic/curator Sonia Campagnola introduced it
to me later —and I had never been to NY, but that image
generated a deep desire to get in touch with that group of
artists who had created an ‘informal’ zine with a different
format and medium each issue, without any pre-established hierarchies between texts, drawings and photos, in a
radical communal dimension.
LTTR also displayed sets of content created by means of
open calls. I don’t remember how many times I applied
unsuccessfully, but after a sizeable number of rejections I
finally found a way to contribute with the video ‘fat/soft/
normal/skinny’ to the review entitled THE DEAD, THE
ABSENT AND FICTITIOUS [2006, Mix Festival , NY;
2007, Outfest, LA; 2007 Documenta 12, Kassel]. This
led to other experiences: as a result in 2007 I introduced
some people related to the group to a very special space
in LA, the Silver Platter bar. A place I had discovered
during the months of residence at the Mountain School
[curated by Piero Golia and Eric Wesley], tracking down
marginal LGBTQAIXYZ realities. At the time, the place
was mostly frequented by the Latinx trans community,
but shortly afterwards, the same people I took there that
evening to celebrate the conclusion of a transition, made it
a part of a new ‘accelerated’ artistic scene—immersed in
contradictions and euphoria...
A READER – a visual archive, 2006-2009 [Amsterdam]:
series of 3 posters, A0, made by Stefanie Seibold. The artist attached to the wall of her studio a selection of various
materials, from newspaper clippings, photocopied books,
postcards and invitations, occupying the same portion of

wall every time. This composition was photographed on
a 1:1 scale in three different phases. It contained a rigorous
combination of elements alternating references between
gender and identity, on how stereotypes of feminine and
masculine emerge in mass communication and how a
queer feeling can derail these shores to open new horizons... The idea of literally replicating part of Stefanie’s
studio, frozen in those photographs with an in-depth
captioning of the sources on the back of each one; make
it a powerful means of investigating the ‘norm’. The three
posters were launched in 2006 at the symposium Feminist legacies and potentials in contemporary art practice
[Utrecht] and have been included in various venues such
as: City Women Festival [Ljubljana]; IF I CAN’T DANCE,
De Appel [Amsterdam]; re.act.feminism., Akademie der
Künste [Berlin] ; MOTHER festival [Tel Aviv].The material
I have collected is mostly European and American, and
unfortunately it is not very diverse geographically. I would
be glad to know something more about your experience in
the Johannesburg LGBTQAIXYZ archive, on what led you
there and the contents you discovered...
RM We bumped into GALA
a bit by chance. It was around
2015 and we were looking for a
book called Tommy boys, lesbian men and Ancestral Wives
[Ruth Morgan and Saskia Wierenga, 2005]. Through a couple
of links and two reckless clicks
we reached the archive’s website.
Just to introduce it: GALA is an
LGBT+ archive in Johannesburg,
it is also a point of reference and
a guardian for several other African archives located in nearby
countries where non-normativity is riskier [e.g. GALZ, Gays
and Lesbians of Zimbabwe].
Real Madrid was a fairly recent
thing back then, and we were
probably trying to shape our
collective trip. A recurrent

topic in our talks was the imaginary bedroom of a fictitious
teenager. That made-up room had its hidden corners,
contained secret documents and pictures, hidden childish
things of which adolescents are a little ashamed of, and
furniture edges on which they had rubbed their genitals, at
first accidentally, then intentionally. In this made-up place
the occupant of the room seemed to have just left: the
seat was still warm, the smell of sleep still impregnated
the pillow and we, sort of apprehensive parents, came in
searching for an explanation. This space seemed to us
as the extension of the inner imagination not only of an
individual, but of a social riot. We discovered GALA while
we were captivated by this non-existent place: we got so
passionate about it because of the particular way in which
the archive was born. Part of the GALA archive consists of
what since 2013 has been called the Cooper-Sparks Queer
Community Library, the contents of which were secretly
collected and stored in the closet of a member of the local LGBT+ community of Johannesburg. We imagined this
constant symbolic movement of a community that regains
possession of its own places, including the very private
closet in which it was held hostage... this closet itself became a place where a theory of resistance begun to gather
and make itself visible.

Certain things evolved fairly quick and, since it was established 25 years ago, the archive has collected and preserved a great deal of objects, flyers, books, photographs,
poems, t-shirts and banners that were until then scattered
in cellars and drawers of community members who initially did not know what to do with them, but who fortunately felt their historical value. Thanks to its history, to its
struggles and conquests [e.g. the South African constitution prohibits discrimination against LGBT+ people as of
1994] GALA soon became a point of reference and a place
of safekeeping of material held by other LGBT+ centres
in Africa which are often less official or even illegal. Today
GALA is [quoting its manifesto] ‘a catalyst for the production, preservation and dissemination of historical, cultural
and contemporary knowledge of LGBTIQ people’.
Nowadays the archive houses any type of item produced by and for the community, and includes the Cooper-Sparks library, largely made up of publications and
newsletters made by local and international organisations
since the early ‘90s.
A couple of years later we managed to obtain the necessary funds to visit the archive now located in a room of
the Wits University building. We stayed in Johannesburg
for about a month, selecting and examining contents but
leaving ourselves room to focus on the unexpected.
We decided to go through the archive following an emotional method, pulling threads from various sides and trailing intriguing details in what initially seemed like a random
methodology. Above all, the history of the community
we were coming closer to appeared in its full complexity,
often based on neighbourhood negotiations, places and
printed matter structured after racial segregation.
Some of the documents left us with the impression that
we were handling very personal material: these were
almost exclusively papers from the ‘80s and ‘90s, for the
most part made of xerox copies. This material spoke directly or indirectly of apartheid and intersectionality: letters
from rural areas expressing fear of being gay or denial of
AIDS, which always seemed to be targeting a different
social group. Only whites according to blacks, or only the
poor according to the rich, or only Americans, or only homos. Yet South Africa was for a long time the country with

the highest rate of HIV positives, the majority of whom
were heterosexuals.
We are giving you a lot of ‘peripheral’ or contextual
information as our experience at GALA didn’t sought any
specific center even after returning to Europe. It was an
experience that took time to find its place in our work.
Initially, we had a draft plan to visually re-enact some of
the historical structures of the archive in order to put
together a work [in a more or less shared sense of the
term]… then this intention changed, partly because we
really needed to do nothing concrete with that material.
We needed time and this conversation—two years after
the the trip—is probably one of the first opportunities
for us to gain a clearer understanding of those intentions.
Actually in one single case we published some excerpts of
that material at the Centre d’art Contemporain in Geneva
in September 2018. We exhibited, together with an inflatable and a wallpaper in an installation titled ‘MyDoom’,
four anonymised xerox copies of letters of apology sent
by customers of the Dungeon—an LGBT+ club of the
‘80s and ‘90s in Johannesburg. These had been sent by
customers after getting over their hangovers and feeling
ashamed for their behaviour during one of the evenings
spent at the club. In these concise letters you can sense
the fear of being expelled from such meeting places, so
important for that minority, as if they were revealing the
importance of belonging to a community through their
requests for forgiveness, each time concluding with ‘I hope
you will let me in again.’
To mention some of the independent publications we
came across at GALA, we could name Sunday’s Women,
a lesbian publication based in Durban, made from stapled
A3 xerox copies folded in half. Or a b/w zine, about A5
format, called ‘Mr. Cane for C.P. lovers’, a collection of
drawings like those from a colouring book. It was specialised in spanking and submission, and the drawings represented scenes of whipping and corporal punishment.
The publication that gave us the most insight on that
historical context was Glowletter. It was the LGBT+
association GLOW’s newsletter, one of the most significative in Johannesburg. The acronym GLOW stands for
Gay and Lesbian Organization of the Witwatersrand and

it was formed in 1988 by a group of black gay and lesbian
activists like Beverly Palesa Ditsie, and the president Simon
Nkoli. Nkoli later died in prison in 1998 after being jailed
for a protest, becoming a crucial figure in the intersectional
fight against apartheid and homo-transphobia. Beverly and
Simon were both well-known to their local community:
they co-organised in 1990 the first Johannesburg Pride, and
every month they published and sent out Glowletter to
members and to other associations in the South African
provinces, but also in neighbouring countries. Thanks to
this capillarity, several of the readers’ letters now collected
by GALA come from nearby countries like Mozambique or
Botswana; giving a glimpse of the impact of their activism.

Pariah News. DPN was a zine from San Francisco made
by and for gay people living with and dying of AIDS,
whose mascot was the oncomouse. Eleven issues were
published until 1993, with a macabre and irreverent slant
that re-took control of their sick status [e.g. issues 5 and 6
contain a central page with a nude photo of the model’s
CD4 count among other body measurements]. Their dark
and humorous coping mechanism sparkled our piece of a
dismembered kiosk built for the installation ‘It’s my party
and I’ll die if I want to’ later shown at Migros Museum in
Zurich in 2019, for the exhibition United by AIDS curated
by Raphael Gygaz.

In the boxes containing GLOW’s material, we found some
of the most emotionally charged documents: those were
indeed the letters sent by readers to other members
through the newsletter, using it as a tool of communication
among each other [approaching the ‘edge of the internet’?]. In the texts of those letters, most of them written in
English, a few in Afrikaans or Zulu, others in different local
languages, were declarations of love, marriage proposals,
intimate stories about secret crushes, tales of diseases,
heart wrenching poems, and confessions… and questions
about sexuality, affection and society.

DB When you talk about a macabre and humorous mood,
I think that Ridykeulous might be a good example of
desecrating and unsettling content. A similar vibe is also
to be found in some pages of Speed Demon, like the
ones with G.B. Jones’ BDSM illustrations, with their style
inspired by Tom of Finland but in a lesbian punk key with
less sculptural proportions and lines, placing itself in some
way in a dialogue with ‘acid’ comics such as Tank Girl
[Jamie Hewlett, Alan Martin, 1988] or Skin [Peter Milligan,
Brendan McCarty, 1990].

Glowletter disseminated news and any kind of information from/to the LGBT+ community, it publicly answered
letters and guided ‘lost souls’ in their attempts to explore
and assert their sexual identity. It was a creased almost
A3 size paper, slightly larger perhaps, with a neat layout
disseminated with comic strips and illustrated cartoons
copypasted from American LGBT+ press. These drawings
often threw a more humorous glance towards social and
individual dramas afflicting many people, towards segregation and fear of HIV.

RM Finally, we would like to ask about your practice of
archiving: how do you keep the collection? Why do you
think it is important to save and store some material?
Does it make any sense to ask you how it relates to your
artistic practice… or should it instead be considered as an
essential part of it?
On our side, what we have spoken of so far has been
of great help in order to attain a clearer reading of this
methodology of ours, initially almost indecipherable, and
that we often use in our being hunter-gatherers of printed
material… It is a process that usually repeats itself within
the more research-y side of our work.
It seems as if you don’t follow a merely academic method either when you approach certain archival materials...
What seems to guide you, and maybe what guides us as
well, sounds more like certain unspoken rules of fetishism we seem to regularly apply when spotting the sexiest
publications, the most rousing texts, the hottest cutouts…

We later connected these comic strips to other American
zines which became key for us because of their specific
focus on sexually transmitted diseases, a recurring thematics in our work. We were fascinated by the way they dealt
with the topics of death and decay in a non-self-pitying
manner, violently rejecting any victimhood. Examples are
Infected Faggot Perspectives, and our beloved Diseased

some of these kept carefully and
become our most cherished
possessions.
This collage method we applied
diving into GALA has perhaps a
thing in common with the notebook collection you talked about
earlier: while in Johannesburg,
and even after it, we tried to put
together a patchwork of information apparently without following
a clear rule but instead following
another flow.
DB Looking at your work, I was
mostly intrigued that there was
no immediate relationship between the outcome of the trip to
South Africa and the experience
the access to the GALA archive
left you. I found this seemingly
‘unproductive’ swerve very heartening, as if I felt the breath of a
voice was warming up, a space
and a time conquered that I also consider part of a certain
radicality, out of a sprint towards a result at any cost...
Then there is the great personal curiosity in reconstructing
the ‘riddle’ that caused this suspension, that I would define
as delicate, in view of the attentive and thoughtful gaze
you have on the material and the features of that encounter —which I imagine projected you into a familiar but
also unknown imagery... I think one of the great potentials
of the archive is also the possibility that you can decide
not to ‘activate’ the material and the inner baggage that it
gives you, at least not consciously. It seems to me a great
privilege to be able to have these possibilities. It would
be useful if in Italy some channels would be developed to
tap the value of all this material, which often slips between
gaps in institutional frameworks...
Mine is a messy, non-premeditated archive, born by
chance, that I would define as elastic in its vision and in
the way it is managed. Sometimes I wonder if it is me who
finds a zine/item or whether it is the zine/item that finds

me ...a bit like me leading a dog on a leash [by the way, I
have the highest esteem for leashes in the BDSM setting].
I would continue to ask myself: which of us is leading the
other? [It’s so clear I’m more of a cat...]. In this unintended direction, I realised that for me memory, even when
short-term, is linked to objects and matter in the form of
material publications. Both to refer to a specific experience
and to move away from it, in a kind of serenity that their
‘architecture’, perimeter and layout, gives me. Beyond the
possibility of constructing a ‘circularity’ between the object
and the spur of desire which, in my case, is constantly mediated by a series of leaps, barriers and constructive efforts
that mark its ‘real’ need and conquer, in a constant physical
mediation, a place where it can be preserved.
Concerning books, I tear them up when I read them, I
can’t help but ‘chewing them’. One of the latest things
I read was Don Quixote by Kathy Acker [ed.ita ShaKe,
1999], the book has now ‘exploded’. In this sort of reading I
put a dot in the margin marking the most crucial passages,
to establish a kind of intuitive constellation which I can sift
through easily at any time for further research. Every time
I add a dot, I feel guilty towards the book and its integrity,
but with a mind ‘mashed’ by pre-sprays and by post-internet this is the most functional way I have to make reading
effective over time and not just at skin level...
Then there are all those publications which are more visual
and artistic in their appearance. Coming back to a BDSM
dynamic applied to publishing [in which B could also stand
for Book?], I keep their copies in the sealed cellophane
wrapping, their potential is enough for me. I know they
are there and not opening them is a game of strength: you
win or I win. This is what happened for example with SEX
by Madonna [1992]. I bought it as a teenager, with photographs by Steven Meisel and texts by Glenn O’Brien that
give voice to the character of Mistress Dita. I remember
that it took me an entire grape-picking season to be able
to afford that book ...or the monograph on Valie Export’s
work, with a fire-red fabric hardcover, precious gift from
Artfucker...
All this material is literally an instrument sometimes surfacing directly and visibly in my work, as was the case for
the series ‘Passaggi’ [2005-on going] where I presented a
selection of niche publications placed in correspondence
with a scan of the same edition held by a hand wearing
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the archivist’s traditional white glove. The public can freely
consult the titles and once they have finished reading,
they can reposition them matching the image, in a perfect
overlap of reality and representation. This work begun in
2005 for an exhibition curated by Roberto Pinto at Palazzo
della Ragione in Milan. The installation was inside a kiosk
of ancient books located right next to the entrance to the
historical building, one of those slender metal structures
that hold, squeezed into them, mostly books about classical art. During the opening reception the kiosk’s owner
was generous enough to let himself be surrounded by a
crowd unhinged from the mixture of photocopied queer
zines freely available for the first time in Milan, alongside
valuable books on Leonardo, Michelangelo or Artemisia...
When the work was presented in Trento at Galleria Civica
[2006] someone stole a valuable issue of the zine ‘KUTT’.
That theft, the result of which hopefully will deny the act
[embracing Jean Genet’s vision], was such a surprise that it
is now part of the caption of the work itself ‘Passaggi’, with
theft...
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